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Nepal Sampada Sangha (Nepal Heritage Society) has compiled an inventory of 1,262 significant architectural
and archeological sites in Nepal outside Kathmandu Valley.. Sports. Kabbadi and Dandi Biyo are national
games of Nepal. But now people love cricket, basketball and football as well in Nepal. For more information,
read Sports in Nepal. Dandi Biyo. Dandi Biyo is the National Game of Nepal.
Culture of Nepal - Wikipedia
Chinese Buddhism or Han Buddhism has shaped Chinese culture in a wide variety of areas including art,
politics, literature, philosophy, medicine, and material culture.. The translation of a large body of Indian
Buddhist scriptures into Chinese and the inclusion of these translations together with works composed in
China into a printed canon had far-reaching implications for the dissemination ...
Chinese Buddhism - Wikipedia
PDF Doc. (3,849 KB) A Guide to Japanese Buddhism â€” Japan Buddhist Federation. This Guide to
Japanese Buddhism, compiled by the Japan Buddhist Federation, includes a brief history of Buddhism in
Japan; Buddhism in contemporary Japan, Buddhist culture, temples and rites of passage in traditional
Japanese life; major Japanese Buddhist festivals and a useful bibliography on Buddhism, with a ...
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